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Abstract

A model employing separate dose-dependent response functions for proliferation and differ
entiation of idiotypically interacting B cell clones is presented. For each clone the population
dynamics of proliferating B cells, non-proliferating B cells and free antibodies are considered. An
effective response function, which contains the total impact of proliferation and differentiation
at the fixed points, is defined in order to enable an exact analysis. The analysis of the memory
states is restricted in this paper to a two species system. The conditions for the existence of
locally stable steady states, with expanded B cell and antibody populations are established
for various cOlnbinations of different field-response functions (e.g., linear I sat.uration, log-bell
functions). The stable fixed points are iuterpreted as memory states in terms of immunity and
tolerance. It is proven that a combination of linear response functions for both proliferation
and differentiation does not give rise to stable fixed points. However, due to competition be
tween proliferation and differentiation saturat.ion response functions are sufficient to obtain two
melllory states, provided proliferation preceeds differentiation and also saturates earlier. The
use of log-bell-shaped response functions for both proliferation and differentiation gives rise to
a "mexican-hat" effective response function and allows for multiple (four to six) memory states.
Both a primary response and a much more pronounced secondary response are observed. The
stability of the memory states is studied as function of the parameters of the model. The at
tractors loose their stability when the mean residence time of antibodies in the system is much
longer than the B cells' lifetime. Neither the stability results nor the dynamics are qualita
tively changed by the existence of non-proliferating B cells: memory states can exist and be
stable without non-proliferating B cells. Nevertheless, the activation of non-proliferating B cells
and the competition between proliferation and differentiation enlarge the parameter regime for
which stable attractors are fonnd. In addition, it is shown that a separate activation step from
virgin to active B cells renders the virgin state stable for any choice of biologically reasonable
parameters.
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1 Introduction

Since Jerne's (1974) conjecture that the immune system should be understood as a network of
idiotypically interconnected Band T cell clones, a number of models have been suggested in
order to evaluate this idea (see Perelson (1988, 1989), Varela and Coutinho (1991), and De Boer
et al. (1992) for recent overviews). The spectrum of immunological phenomena influenced by
idiotypic interactions is not yet determined (see, for instance, Coutinho (1989)). In general, idio
typic interactions have to provide elevated antibody and lymphocyte concentrations (constant or
oscillatory in time) in order to be functional. Models of idiotypic networks account for these excited
states by fixed points or bounded oscillatory trajectories with significantly higher concentrations
of antibody compared to a steady state without idiotypic stimulation. Immunological memory
can then be modeled by a transition, induced by an antigen or an anti-idiotypic antibody, from a
non-excited fixed point, i.e., the virgin state, to an excited one, i.e., the memory state.

The work presented in the present paper is motivated by the attempt to understand better the
conflicting conclusions drawn from the analysis of two classes of idiotypic network models regarding
the nature of the memory states and the conditions for their stability. The first class of models,
the M models, introduced by Behn and van Hemmen (1989a,b) and further analyzed by Behn et
al. (1992, 1993) employs linear response functions for both proliferation and differentiation. It
requires inhibitory idiotypic interactions and the presence of memory B cells in order to obtain
stable memory states. The second class, the B models, introduced by De Boer and Hogeweg
(1989a) and further developed by Weisbuch et al. (1990) and Neumann and Weisbuch (1992a,b),
uses a log-bell-shaped response function for proliferation following arguments related to receptor
crosslinking (Perelson and DeLisi, 1980) and does not consider differentiation explicitly. It operates
in the regime of stimulative idiotypic interactions and has sta.ble memory states without assuming
the existence of memory cells. The M class models (Behn and van Hemmen, 1989a,b) suggest
that differentiation processes involving B lymphocytes may be an important factor determining
the behavior of idiotypically connected B cell clones. However, differentiation has hardly been
considered in the context of idiotypic network models. We have therefore decided to construct a
more general framework for idiotypic network models that enables us to study in detail the interplay
between proliferation and differentia.tion and its consequences, i.e., the PD model.

The PD model assumes that both proliferation and differentiation are regulated by anti-idiotypic
antibodies. The differentiation process transforms proliferating B cells into non-proliferating stages
(Le., plasma cells or non-proliferating B cells, see below). We allow differentiation to depend
differently upon the anti-idiotypic stimulus than proliferation. We would like to stress the fact
that there is no evidence for an identical dependence of proliferation and differentiation upon
the stimulus. Moreover, even if both processes have the same functional form, still some of their
parameters (e.g., thresholds) can be different, giving rise to a more complex effective response. Most
idiotypic network models assume, a priori, a particular form for the response function. This decision
may crucially influence the conclusions drawn from the analysis ofthe model. We therefore prefer to
examine various combinations of different functions for the proliferative and differentiative response.
Namely, we study linear, saturation, and log-bell-shaped functions. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
saturation and the linear functions can be considered to be approximations of the log-bell-shaped
function for successively smaller values of the stimulus. Alternatively, the above functions can
represent different response mechanisms having no, one, or two dose thresholds.

Earlier works based upon the clonal selection theory (Bell 1970, 1971; Perelson et al. 1976) have
already introduced models of the immune response considering separate proliferation and differen
tiation processes. Let us discuss two other approaches that describe both proliferation and differ-
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Figure 1: Different shapes of response function. Part (a) shows over a logarithmic (base 10) scale for the field h

a linear, a saturation, and a log-bell-shaped function starting with equal slope at h = O. That is flin(h) = hID!
(dashed), I,a' = 1./(1. + 0, ) (solid), and lb." = [1./(1. + 0, )][1 - 1./(1. + 82 )] (dotted). The thresholds are 0, = 103

and 82 = 106
. The linear function is a fairly good approximation to both saturation and log-bell-shaped function for

fields up to 10% of the lower threshold 811 see (b). The saturation function approximates the log-bell-shaped function

up to 10% of the upper threshold ()2 fairly well.

entiation processes in models of the immune system. Varela and Stewart (1990) have considered
an idiotypic network model with a particular differentiation process, which they call maturation.
Maturation turns on the antibody production of B cells while preserving their capability to pro
liferate. Both, maturation and proliferation have a bell-shaped response function and maturation
becomes effective for smaller stimulus than proliferation. The maturation process, though mod
eled in a different manner, is comparable to the activation of non-proliferating B cells in the PD
model, in case we interpret them as small B lymphocytes. It is rather different, however, from the
differentiation process considered in the PD model, which reduces the population of proliferating
B cells by transforming them into a non-proliferating sta.ge. This negative differentiation term in
the PD model introduces a competition between proliferation and differentiation which gives rise
to qualitatively new results. In the model of Varela and Stewart (1990) there is no competition
between proliferation and differentiation.

On the other hand, Grossman et al. (1980) have introduced a model which considers differentiation
in a way quite similar to the PD model, although not in the context of an idiotypic network. Differ
entiation diminishes the number of B cells capable of proliferation thus establishing a competition
between proliferation and differentiation. However, in addition to the lack of idiotypic regulation
in their model, Grossman et al. assume an identical functional dependence of proliferation and
differentiation upon the antigenic stimulus which is taken to be linear. Instead, they take into ac
count different time delays for differentiation and proliferation which we neglect in the PD model.
Differentiation and proliferation do not cancel instantaneously, because of the dependence on the
antigen concentrations at different times, and thus complex dynamical behavior arises. This feature
is achieved in the PD model by means of non-identical response functions.

One of the preliminary reasons to formulate the PD model was to evaluate the importance of its
various components with respect to the question of whether immunological memory relies on a cel
lular or an inter-cellular mechanism. Purely inter-cellular memory is characterized by the existence
of dynamical equilibria carrying the memory by means of expanded populations of proliferating
clones. On the other hand, purely cellula.r memory is characterized by the appearance of a new
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kind of cells with properties enabling them to carry the memory, most likely cells with an extended
lifetime. It is a widely accepted view that memory B cells alone account for the immune memory
against an antigen without participation ofidiotypic network interactions (Coutinho, 1989). Never
theless, empirical data do not show clear evidence (Gray, 1990) for the existence of phenotypically
different memory B cells with a longer lifetime. Moreover, features of immune memory usually
attributed to memory cells can be caused by a switch in inter-cellular dynamics due to a change of
the population levels of B cells.

Within the framework of idiotyic networks the dynamical memory concept is a natural choice. The
network dynamics allows to switch from a non-excited steady state with low populations to an
excited steady state with high populations without the need to introduce memory cells. However,
finding dynamical memory in a model without memory cells is, of course, no proof that memory cells
do not exist. It just shows that there is no need to assume the existence of an explicitely different
kind of cells in order to obtain immune memory through the network. Some models (Merrill, 1978;
Prikrylova et al., 1992; Segel and Perelson, 1990) do indeed include separate variables for memory
cells and rely on them to maintain immune memory. In particular, the idiotypic network model of
Behn and van Hemmen (1989a) proposes a synergy of both mechanisms: Memory is achieved by
means of dynamical equilibria, which are characterized by expanded populations of normal B cells
and newly arrived memory B cells.

In order to examine under which conditions the PD model requires the existence of memory cells,
we introduce an additional variable, which represents the population of non-proliferating B cells.
These cells neither produce antibody nor are they capable of proliferation. However, they can be
(re)activated and become normal proliferating B cells. By an appropriate choice of the differentia
tion parameters the non-proliferating B cells can be included or excluded from the PD model. Bya
proper choice of their decay rate (they can have a longer or shorter lifetime) they can alternatively
take the role of memory or of resting virgin B lymphocytes. At the present stage of modeling we
do not choose one particular interpretation for non-proliferating B cells. We will comment further
about the different possibilities in the discussion.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we formulate the PD model, discuss the underlying
assumptions and simplifications, and comment on the parameter setting. Section 3 is devoted
to an analysis of the non-excited, virgin states of the PD model. Next, in Sect. 4 we derive
general properties of the excited fixed points and introduce the fixed-point response function, which
describes the effective proliferative response of the proliferating B cells. In Sect. 5 we prove that no
memory states exist for linear response functions. The conditions for the existence and stability of
memory states for saturation response functions are established in Sect. 6. We apply the results of
Sect. 6 to log-bell-shaped response functions in Sect. 7, point out the difference between memory due
to a log-bell-shaped proliferative response and memory due to competition between proliferation and
differentiation, and finally analyze the hexa regime, which exhibits multiple memory states for each
clone. In Sect. 8 we analyze the stability of the memory states we have found in Sects. 6 and 7. We
study in Sect. 9 more general combinations of response function for proliferation and differentiation.
In Sect. 10 the attainability of the memory state induced by an antigen (primary response) and the
(secondary) response to an antigen starting from a memory state are demonstrated. We summarize
and and discuss the immunological meaning of our results in Sect. 11.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the constitutive processes of the PD model. The figure shows cell and
antibody populations of a clone i and the processes determining their dynamics as described by the PD model. Part

(a) shows the interactions when the non-proliferating B cells are interpreted as memory B cells and part (b) when

they are interpreted as resting virgin B cells. The solid lines indicate production of cells or antibodies of the kind

pointed at by the arrow. Lines with a small circle at one of their ends indicate a loss of cells of the adjacent box. The

processes of proliferation and differentiation (k.) are regulated by the field hi (not shown here) which comprises the

impact on clone i of anti-idiotypic antibodies (and antigens). The processes of antibody binding (b.) depend upon

the concentrations of anti-idiotypic B cells and antibodies. The T cells (dashed boxes) and the mutual stimulation

of T and B cells (dashed lines) are not modelled explicitely.

2 The PD Model

2.1 Dynamical Equations

In order to analyze the interplay of differentiation and proliferation mediated by idiotypic inter
actions we distinguish between two different kinds of B cell populations and treat free antibodies
separately. For each B cell clone i we study the dynamics of proliferating B lymphocytes Xi, of
non-proliferating B lymphocytes Zi, and of free antibodies Ai. The state of a system comprising
B cells and antibodies of N different specificities is characterized by a 3N-dimensional state vector
V = {(Xi,Zi,A;);i = 1, ... ,N}.

Depending on the idiotypic stimulation, the field, the B cell clones differentiate and proliferate, thus
changing the state of the system. We assume that the field hi of clone i is a linear superposition of
the contributions of the antibodies of all clones j acting on i,

N

hi = I: JijAj,
j=l

(1)

where Jij is the idiotypic impact of clone j on clone i which is not necessarily symmetric, as will be
explained below. We assume that idiotypic interactions are mediated by free antibodies Aj only,
and not by direct cell to cell interactions.
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The interactions of the PD model are depicted schematically in Fig. 2. The model is defined by
the following equations of motion which are to describe the dynamical evolution of the idiotypic
network,

Xi =

Zi =
Fi =
Ai

Sx - dXXi + kpfp(hi)Xi + kafa(hi)Zi

-(kda + kdz)!d(hi)Xi,

Sz - dZZi - kafa(hi)Zi +kdzfd(hi)Xi,

-dpFi + kdafd( h;)Xi

-dAAi +SaFi

-Ai [bX~Cij(Xj+Zj)+bA~CijAj]

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

We consider the eqs. (2) - (5) in turn. First, eq. (2) describes the dynamics of proliferating B
cells. Sx (first term) is a source term of proliferating B cells coming from pre-mature B cells. It
may be neglected (Sx = 0) in case one supposes that the newcomers will be non-proliferating B
cells. The population of proliferating B cells is diminished due to aging with a constant death rate
dx (second term). It grows due to proliferative activity of the population itself with a maximum
rate1 kp (third term) and due to the activation of non-proliferating B cells with a maximum rate ka

(fourth term). Finally, proliferating B lymphocytes disappear when they differentiate into plasma
cells with maximum rate kda and/or into non-proliferating B cells with maximum rate kdz' To
simplify the expressions below we introduce a total differentiation rate kd defined by kd == kda +kdz'

Second, eq. (3) describes the dynamics of non-proliferating B cells. Their population is regenerated
by B cells produced in the bone marrow at a rate Sz (first term), which may also be zero; see the
discussion below and in Sect. 11. It decreases due to aging with a death rate dz (second term) and
due to the cells' activation and transformation into proliferating B cells (third term). It may increase
due to the differentiation of proliferating B cells (fourth term). Observe the complementarity of
the ka term in eq. (3) and in eq. (2), as well as that of the kdz term in eq. (3) and in eq. (2). It is
important to notice that differentiation into plasma cells (kda) means a definite loss of proliferating
B cells, while differentiation into non-proliferating B cells (kdz) may be compensated in part by
their activation (ka ) back into proliferating B cells.

Third, eq. (4) describes the dynamics of plasma cells. The population of plasma cells increases
due to differentiation of proliferating B cells and decreases due to a death rate dp . They secrete
antibodies at a fixed rate Sa' Finally, eq. (5) describes the dynamics of free antibodies. Their
population decreases due to aging with a death rate dA (first term) and it increases due to the
secretion of Sa antibodies per plasma cell. Free antibodies are internalized as they bind to surface
Ig of B cells at rate bx (first term within square brackets) and they bind to free antibodies bearing a
complementary shape and thus form complexes which are removed subsequently at rate bA (second
term within square brackets).

The PD model describes circulating antibodies by a separate variable in a way quite similar to the
AB models of De Boer and Hogeweg (1989b), De Boer et al. (1990), and Varela and Stewart (1990).
This is in contrast to early models of immune networks (Richter, 1975; Hoffmann, 1975; Behn and
van Hemmen, 1989a,b; de Boer and Hogeweg, 1989a; Weisbuch, 1990) in which antibodies and B
cells of the same clone were represented by a single variable. Treating free antibodies explicitely

1 For linear response functions the maximum rates are just rate constants.
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allows a transparent description of the processes involved in the interactions among the B cells.
Furthermore, De Boer and Hogeweg (1989b) and in more detail De Boer et al. (1990,1993a,b)
have shown that results obtained under the assumption that the free antibody concentrations are
proportional to the respective B cell concentrations can become invalid, if a dynamics of free
antibodies is added. In particular, it is possible that locally stable fixed points become unstable
and limit cycles or chaotic behavior occurs. The dependence of the stability of the fixed points on
the dynamics of antibodies and non-proliferating B cells is studied extensively in Sect. 7.

As is brought out by eqs. (1) and (5) we distinguish between an affinity matrix C and a matrix
of idiotypic impact J for antibody binding and its impact on the development of B lymphocytes,
respectively. The affinity matrix C is strictly symmetrical but the idiotypic impact J is allowed
to be asymmetrical. In general, antibodies are able to bind antigens or anti-antibodies at several
combining sites on their variable region (Jerne, 1985). However, signaling of surface Ig might
depend on the particular binding site where the antigen is actually bound (Jerne 1984, 1985). The
formation of antibody complexes considered in eq. (5) occurs irrespective of the site of binding, so
we use the affinity C. Stimulation of B cells as considered in eqs. (2) and (3) may depend on the
binding site and thus we use the idiotypic impact J. To our knowledge, the question whether the
response of B cells is independent of the binding site on the surface Ig occupied by the antigen, is
not settled yet. We have therefore refrained from identifying C and J. We want to stress, however,
that our analysis and our conclusions are not invalidated by such an identification.

We assume here that all plasma cells continuously secrete some fixed amount of antibodies and
disappear afterwards. This assumption may be abandoned in future versions and the dynamics of
plasma cells can be studied including a term with time delay between differentiation and antibody
production. In addition, we reduce the number of equations by assuming a quasi steady state of the
plasma cells Pi with respect to the proliferating B cells Xi. Then, in any instant, the concentration
of plasma cells is given by

kda
Pi =-I fd(hi)Xi.

(p

Inserting this expression into eq. (5) we obtain

(6)

Ai -dAAi +Pakda!d(hi)Xi

-Ai [bX~ Cij(Xj + Zj) +bA~ CijAj] , (7)

where the effective production rate of antibodies Pa is defined by Pa = Saldp.

So far we have considered the plasma cells to be the only source for antibodies. However, B cells
differentiate into plasma cells along a more continuous pathway than our model suggests. In fact
proliferating B cells also secrete some amount of antibodies (although much less than plasma cells),
which increases with their differentiation stage. Since the production and secretion of antibodies
interferes with the potential for proliferation of B cells, thus reducing their effective proliferation
rate, this gradual differentiation of B cells into plasma cells is captured qualitatively by the PD
model. On the level of the simplifications done in our model, we can lump together gradual
differentiation into B cells still proliferating but also producing significant amounts of antibodies
and the terminal differentiation into non-proliferating plasma cells, and describe it by the single
differentiation process k da giving rise to circulating antibodies.

Furthermore, we consider only the dynamics of B cell populations and not the one of T cell
populations. Thus, we assume that T cells are present at a sufficiently large amount and do not
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have a limiting regulatory function for the processes under investigation. Though this assumption
may be questionable, it seems to be methodologically profitable to pursue a network model without
T cells, in order to find out which phenomena are possihle with antibody regulation only. However,
the PD model can be generalized to include T cell dynamics, which is necessary in case the antibody
regnlation scheme fails, and desirable in any case in order to see which features change under the
influence of a T cell regulation.

The equations of motion (2)-(5) presume that the dynamics of the chemical reactions involved
in antibody binding is much faster than the population dynamics. This assumption is generally
believed to be valid. In particular, the term describing complex formation in eq. (5) assumes that
the relative change of antibody populations is small compared with the specific removal of antibody
complexes. We use a simplified expression for the term of antibody binding and internalization by
B cells, where we assume that the number of free receptor sites and the rate of dissociation of
antibodies from membrane Ig are constant. In fact, both of these factors tend to decrease the rate
of binding of free antibody to membrane Ig, when the amount of B cell receptors being occupied
increases (Segel and Perelson, 1991). We also neglect the reduction of the number of B cell receptors
caused by the internalization.

In general, the fraction of plasma cells and the fraction of non-proliferating B cells generated
through the differentiation of proliferating B lymphocytes might depend on the state of the system
- for instance, on the field - and give additional variability to adjust to specific situations. We
have decided, though, to fix these fractions and to describe the outcome of the differentiation of
proliferating B cells by interaction constants kda and kdz'

There do not exist enough empirical clues on the question of how the response functions fa' fp,
and !d for activation, proliferation, and differentiation of B cells depend on the field. We expect,
however, that in general this dependence is not identical for all of them. In order to monitor the
viability of a broad variety of possible choices, we will study different combinations of qualitatively
different response functions (see Fig. 1) for fa, fp, and fd in the sections below. One property,
however, will be common to all functions which we are going to examine: They are zero for
vanishing stimulus, Le.,

fa(h = 0) = jp(h = 0) = fd(h = 0) = O.

In other words, we neglect spontaneous differentiation and proliferation.

2.2 Parameter Setting

(8)

Non-specific decay rates (dx, dz, dA) comprise all processes not described explicitely by a model
and are thus model-dependent. In order to relate the model parameters to experimental data it is
necessary to compare the B cell and antibody decay observed in experiments to the one observed
in the model for the experiment's initial conditions. Moreover, as our analysis below will show,
the values of the non-specific decay rates relative to the values of the interaction parameters are
the most important information to determine the model behavior and not their absolute values.
Therefore, we examine B cell decay rates between 0.1 and 1 days-l and take the antibody decay
rate to be slower by a factor 2 to 10.

lt is important to notice that the decay terms of the proliferating B cells and non-proliferating
B cells (dx and dz) can be set independently. Therefore, we are not forced to interpret the non
proliferating B cells as memory B cells, which are usually considered to live longer than normal
B cells, but as just another stage in B cell development. Depending on the interpretation of the
Xi and Zi populations, we can choose to have Sx or Sz larger than zero thus defining which of
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the two populations constitutes the first stage; see the discussion in Sect. 11. Following common
estimates we assume that the B cells source per clone, Sx or Sz, is of the order of 1 to 10 cells
day-I.

Closely related to the decay rates are the rate constants for proliferation, differentiation, and
antibody binding. The proliferation rate kp is limited by the amount of time needed for cell
division, which is between 8 and 16 hours. We have therefore set kp = 2 days-I throughout the
paper. We do not know much about the differentiation rates kda, kdz> and ka. In principle, they
can be larger than the proliferation rate kp , since the cells need not spend as many resources for a
change of their developmental stage as for cell division. A substantial part of the analysis below
will be concerned with a thorough inquiry of the dependence of the properties of the PD model
upon the differentiation rates.

In order to discuss the remaining parameters we must specify our units of measurement for B cells
and free antibodies. Antibodies are usually measured in Jig I ml. Let us, therefore, choose Jig Iml
as unit for Ai and cellslml as unit for Xi and Zi. The parameter Pa denotes the total amount
of antibodies produced by a plasma cell. A plasma cell secretes several thousand antibodies per
second, Le., lOS to 109 antibodies per day, and lives at most 4 days. Using a molecular weight of
9 X 105 for IgM we conclude that Pa lies between 10-2 and 10-4 Jiglcell.

The process governed by bA comprises complex formation of antibodies and its subsequent removal.
Complex formation depends on the affinity C which is maximally 10-3 milJig and the valence v of
the antibodies which is 10 for IgM (the binding sites are not independent, however, and an effective
valence may be considerably smaller). Complex removal is usnally considered to be quick and is
assigned a rate constant of the order of 10 days-I corresponding to a lifetime of one to several
hours. We therefore estimate the rate bA of antibody complex formation and removal to be 10-2 to
10 ml Jig-I days-I. A lymphocyte carries some 105 antibodies, Le., some 10-7 11glcell. Assuming
the same affinity and valence as above and a time constant for internalization comparable to the
one for complex removal we take bx to be of the order of 10-s ml cell-I days-I.

Estimates for the thresholds of the activation functions can be derived by reference to the
crosslinking-curve of Perelson and DeLisi (1980). For bivalent antibodies maximum crosslinking
occurs at (vC)-I, which is between 100 and 1000 Jig Iml for high affinity antibodies. The lower
proliferation threshold should be several orders of magnitude lower and the upper proliferation
threshold larger by the same amount.

3 Virgin state

The PD model possesses a steady state devoid of free antibodies, Le., Ai = 0, for all i = 1, ... , N,
which we call the virgin state of the system. Its stability properties depend on the way in which
we take into account the influx of B cells froIU the bone marrow.

For Sx = 0 and Sz > 0, the number of proliferating B cells vanishes in the virgin state (Xi = 0)
irrespective of the particular formalization of differentiation and proliferation. Due to the absence
of antibodies and the assumption of zero response for vanishing fields [ef. eq. (8)] the number of
non-proliferating B lymphocytes is determined solely by the unspecific decay rate dz and the influx
Sz of new cells from bone marrow; the equilibrium population for each clone i is Zi = Szldz . The
state vector V z, which is composed of triples (0, ¥z-, 0) for all i = 1, ... , N, defines the virgin state.

We show by linear stability analysis that the virgin state is stable for any choice of biologically
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reasonable parameters. The 3N x 3N Jacobian at Y Z can be written in the form

[

g:2II
F'(Yz ) =

ONI

where the 3 x 3 matrices Di and Oij are

01N]02N
. . ,
.... DN

(9)

and

D; = (
-dx
o
o

o
-dz
o

(10)

(

0 0 ka¥ f~(O) )
O;j = 0 0 -ka~f~(O) .

000

(11)

Developing F' -.All along the (3k + l)st and the (3k +2)nd column and the (3k +3)rd row, where
k =0, ... , N - 1, one easily verifies that the eigenvalues of F' are -dx , -dz (both of them N-fold
degenerate) and -dA - bx~ I:f=1 Gij, for i = 1, ... , N. All of them are real and negative for any
biologically relevant combination of parameters. Thus, we conclude that the virgin state is a stable
point attractor, if the newborn B lymphocytes appear as non-proliferating B cells.

For Sx > 0 and Sz = 0, the virgin state y X is quite similar to y Z above. Its proliferating B cell
components are Xi = Sx/dx and its non-proliferating B cell components are zero (Z; = 0). The
virgin state y X consists of triples (~,O,O), for all i = 1, ... ,N.

Stability, however, is not guaranteed for any biologically reasonable choice of parameters. The
3N x 3N Jacobian at y X is of the form (9) with

Di = (
-dx 0

o )0 -dz 0

0 0 -dA - bx~ I:f=1 Gij

and

U
0 [kpf;(O) - kdf~(O)] ~ )Qij = 0 kdZ~ f~(O)
0 PakdaTx- f~(O)

The characteristic equation is

(12)

(13)

(14)

where the diagonal elements of J,. are

(15)
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and its off-diagonal elements

(16)

We discuss the basic features of eq. (14) in a two-species system with C12 = C21 = 1 and Cn =
C22 = O. Five eigenvalues are always negative: -dx and -dz (2-fold degenerate) and (Jr )n-(Jr h2.
The remaining eigenvalue (Jr)n +(Jr)12 is negative, if

Sx < Sx = (17)

In order for the virgin state V X to be stable, the source must be smaller than a critical value Sx
for any given set of rate constants and response functions. That is to say, the total loss rate of
antibodies per proliferating B cell must exceed the growth of their production rate per proliferating
B cell. Thus, the virgin state is stable, provided Pakdafd(O) is small enough. Otherwise, the violent
onset of antibody production destabilizes V X due to the fact that the antibodies are produced by
B cells which are already present at a significant amount due to the source Sx.

What happens, however, when the source increases beyond its critical value S'X ? In order to
simplify the discussion of this question let us put aside the dynamics of non-proliferating B cells
for a moment (i.e., kdz = ka = Zi = 0). Furthermore we restrict our analysis to symmetric
perturbations of the virgin state where the concentrations of antibodies and B cells are identical
for all clones (Ai = A, Xi = X, for all i). Since right now we are interested only in states of the
systems carrying small amounts of antibody, we replace the response functions by their first order
Taylor approximations

Mh) = f;(O)h and fd(h) = fd(O)h. (18)

We evaluate the fixed point conditions for eqs. (2) and (7) applying the indicated restrictions and
approximations, and obtain

(19)

which determines the non-zero equilibrium values for the antibodies. The shorthand PX == kpf;(O)
kdfd(O) denotes the slope of the effective proliferation rate of B cells for small fields. The equilibrium
concentrations for antibodies A_ and A+ give rise to two steady states, which we denote by V _
and V +, respectively. The second term under the square root changes sign when the virgin state
loses its stability at Sx = Sx. Thus with increasing source the antibody equilibrium values (19)
switch from having opposite signs, while Sx < Sx, to identical signs, when Sx > S'X. Finally, with
very large Sx, the expression under the square root becomes negative and both solutions cease to
be real.

A bifurcation analysis for the virgin state VX (Ai = 0) using Sx as bifurcation parameter leads to
different conclusions depending upon the sign of dx /px - dA/bA (which in turn determines the sign
of the solutions A+/_ when the source exceeds Sx). First, we analyze the case where the complex
formation of antibodies is able to overcompensate the proliferation of B cells: bA/dA < px/dx.
With increasing source the steady state V_crosses the (A = 0) hyperplane, when Sx = Sx,
moving towards the positive subspace. At that point it coincides with V X and they exchange their
stabilty, Le. V_is stable and V X is unstable for Sx > S'X. This situation corresponds to the
appearance of the 11 fixed point in the basic AB model of De Boer et al. (1993a), Sect. 9.3 and Fig.
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5e. Finally the fixed points V_and V + merge and disappear through a saddle node bifurcation,
when the discriminant of the square root in (19) vanishes. A more careful analysis reveals that V +
actually is the lowest symmetric non-virgin steady state (1,1) of our system (see the analysis below
and state (1,1) in Fig. 3).

The fixed point V _ has basically the same properties as the original virgin state V X. It can
therefore be interpreted as another type of virgin state characterized by a non-zero concentration
of antibodies. The saddle node bifurcation where V_and V + disappear, however, renders the
system devoid of any virgin state. Now the source is so large that it initiates the spontaneous
proliferation of clones throughout the whole network without any external perturbation. We call
this behaviour spontaneous percolation. The proliferation of all clones will be bounded only when
the response functions have the proper global shape.

Second, if the effective proliferation always dominates all other processes, including complex forma
tion, I.e., PX /dx > bA/dA, the steady state V + coincides with VX, when Sx = S'X, and leaves the
positive subspace with growing source. Thus, for Sx > S'j;, both the stable V + and the unstable
V _ have negative values of antibody concentration and V X is unstable. This situation corresponds
to the intersection of the MM and the ZZ state described by De Boer et al. in Sect. 9.3 and depicted
in Fig. 5e. Thus, the system loses its virginiety immediately after the source has become larger
than S'X.

Thus, we obtain the following picture. For sources smaller than S'X the system has a locally stable
virgin state devoid of antibodies. For sources larger than S'X the qualitative behavior ofthe system
depends upon the relative size of the proliferative capability of B cells and the loss of antibodies
due to complex formation. If complex formation can compensate proliferation, an other virgin state
with non-zero antibody concentrations arises and stays 10ca.Ily stable for a certain range of source
strengths above S'X. Otherwise the system has no longer a virgin state and the B cell and antibody
concentrations expand.

Both ways to introduce a source term into our model can provide a locally stable unimmunized
state. If the B cells enter the circulation in an inactive mode (Sz # 0) the virgin state is stable
no matter how large the source strength Sz. If the B cells arrive in an active state (Sx # 0)
the virgin state can still be stable provided the source strength Sx is sufficiently small. Since the
production rate of antibodies per B cell Pakda is quite large the source Sx has to be small (the
critical value for Sx is between 0.1 and 10 for our parameter estimates) in order to satisfy eq. (17).
Thus, the advantage of a separate activation step in the proliferation process of B cells consists of
the stability of a virgin state even in the presence of an arbitrarily large source.

In order to avoid spontaneous percolation of activity through the system the influx of proliferating B
cells Sx must be smaller than the upper bound given by eq. (17). With increasing connectivity the
conditions on the source strength Sx become even more restrictive. Every population interacting
with a particular clone contributes to its activation, which is in fact expressed by the sum over all
connections in eq. (15). Note that spontaneous percolation does not appear for any connectivity of
the network and any source strength when the B cells appear in a non-proliferating stage (Sx =
0, Sz > 0) which seems to be realized in nature.

4 The two-species system: General properties of the fixed points

An equally general treatment of the other fixed points of the PD model, as done for the virgin
state, is not possible. In this section we collect some useful general properties and proceed with the

12



(20)

analysis of more specialized cases subsequently. For the sake of simplicity we now restrict ourselves
to the analysis of a two-species system, Le., an isolated pair of idiotype and anti-idiotype. The
fields are then simply given by

h1 =JA2 ; h2 =JA1 ,

where J denotes the idiotypic impact between the clones which is now taken to be symmetrical.
In a two-species system J can always be absorbed in the antibody variables Ai by adjusting their
units of measurement. Therefore, we use J = 1 throughout the paper.

We will discuss the consequences of embedding the two-species system in a larger network later.
First, however, we would like to achieve a thorough understanding of the behavior of the model, its
fixed points and their dependence upon the nature of the various response functions and parameters.

In order to simplify the calculation of the fixed points with non-zero concentrations of proliferating
B cells and free antibodies, we neglect the source from the bone marrow and put Sx = Sz = O.
We expect that the cell populations are significantly expanded once the system has arrived at a
memory state and that the source is a few orders of magnitude smaller.

Using Sx = Sz = 0 we obtain the steady state value Zi for the non-proliferating B lymphocytes
of type i from eq. (3),

* kdz!d(ht) v* _ zX*
Zi = d k f (I *)"' i = gi i .z + aJa 'l.i

The non-proliferating B cell component Zi of the fixed point is proportional to its proliferating B
cell component Xi- The factor of proportionality, gf, depends on the equilibrium field, ht '" Aj,
j = i mod 2 +1, only.

Effective response function at the fixed point

We substitute expression (20) into the right-hand side of eq. (2) at equilibrium (Xi =0) and divide
through X: (i 0). This results in

0= -dx + !*(ht), (21)

where !*(ht) denotes the effective response function a.t the fixed point (fixed-point response function,
for short). Using eq. (20) it can be written in the form

(22)

The fixed-point response function is defined at the fixed points only. It summarizes the total
influence of proliferation and differentiation of the proliferating B cells and of activation of the
non-proliferating B cells on the proliferative activity of the B cell population Xi. Like any effec
tive potential or effective field it provides a compact representation of several distinct biological
processes. It contains mutual dependencies of different cell populations and ultimately allows one
to reduce the solution of six coupled, non-linear equations containing six independent variables to
the solution of a single-variable problem.

The positive roots of eq. (21) give the possible equilibrium values At for the free antibody compo
nents of the steady states. The proliferating B cell components X: of the equilibrium points can
be computed from eq. (7) and are given by

A* ,~ +g,1g;:;v* _ i 9J 1 J
"'i - ( *) . x x 'Pakdafd hi 1 - gi gj
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Figure 3: From response function to state space. The figure shows how the two equilibrium field values represented

by the intersections of the line dx with the fixed-point response function j*(h) in the lower part of the figure combine

in the two-species system to give four steady states depicted in the upper part. There are two saddle points (open

circles) and two locally stable fixed points (full circles). We show a typical trajectory starting slightly above the low

concentration saddle point (1,1). The notation is explained in the text. Notice that the state space of a two-species

system is actually 6-dimensional. Trajectories may intersect in the 2-dimensional projection shown in the figure. The

fixed-point response function is drawn for saturation response functions with ()P = 100 and Od = 1000. Parameters

are Sx = Sz = 0, dx = dz = OA,dA = 0.1, kp = kda = 2,ka = kdz = O,Pa = 10-3 ,bA = 0.1, and bx = O.

where j denotes the anti-idiotype of clone i, j = i mod 2 + 1. The functions gf and gf are both
positive and defined by

X bxA~(1+g;;')g. = ~ t

, - Pakda!d{ht)

The antibody production rate Pa can always be choosen large enough in order to guarantee a
positive number of proliferating B cells, provided the antibody components are positive.

Equation (21) determines the value of the equilibrium fields and hence the distribution of fixed
points in state space. The expressions (20) and (23) relate the non-proliferating B cell and pro
liferating B cell components of the equilibrium points to their antibody components. Given the
antibody components Ai, unique values are implied for the remaining components xt and Z[. It,
therefore, suffices to find the points hi where the decay rate for proliferating B lymphocytes dx is
balanced by the fixed-point response function f*(hi) [eq. (22)], in order to deduce the structure of
state space. In the following sections we will proceed by searching for these equilibrium points.

Let us briefly consider the fixed points of a two-species "network". The number of steady states is
simply the square of the number of equilibrium fields (plus an additional one for the virgin state)
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as shown in Fig. 3. We denote the fixed points by pairs of indices (i,j). We derive this notation by
first labeling the values for which the fields are at equilibrium with increasing size by MI), M2), . ..
The shorthand (i, j) for a steady state means that antibody Al produces the equilibrium field h~i)

and antibody A2 the equilibrium field hij) (cf. Fig. 3).

In the Appendix we show that fixed points on the diagonal of the state space, i.e., At = A~ and
consequently xt = x~ and zt = z~, are always locally unstable (saddle) points. An immediate
consequence of tills result is that the system will have no attractors in the positive subspace, if
the horizontal line dx intersects the fixed-point response function f*(h) only once. Merely a single
steady state can be obtained from the single intersection. It is symmetrical in the indices 1 and 2
and therefore locally unstable. Indeed, it is a saddle point separating the basins of attraction of
the virgin state and infinity. At least two intersections are needed, giving rise to four steady states.
The two asymmetrical steady states can be interpreted as memory states. We now turn to a study
of different types of response function.

5 Linear response functions

We investigate linear response functions

h
fa(h) = fd(h) = f,,(h) = B (25)

in the present section. The parameter () serves to render the response functions dimensionless. Its
value is taken to be () = 1. Due to the linear form (25) of the response functions equation (21)
determining the antibody components A* of the fixed points is quadratic in A*,

o = ka(kp - kda)A*2 + [dz(kp - kda - kdz) - dxka]A* - dxdz

= a2A*2 + a1A* + ao· (26)

Necessary conditions for both roots to be real and positive are (i) a2aO > 0, (Ii) a2aI < 0, and (iii)
at -4aOa2 > o. Since ao < 0, conditions (i) and (ii) reduce to (i) a2 < 0 and (Ii) aI > o. Evaluating
condition (i) we get

(27)

and condition (Ii) leads to
dx

kp > kda + kdz + dz ka, (28)

wlllch evidently contradicts the inequality (27). Thus, at most one positive root exists that can give
an equilibrium value for each clone.

In order to gain familiarity with the concept of the fixed-point response function, which will play
an important role in the next sections, we derive the previous result again in an alternative, though
equivalent way. The fixed-point response function reads

(29)

and its derivative is given by

(30)
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Figure 4: Fixed-point response function f* for the linear case, viz. (25). We show f* as function of the field

h and observe three qualitatively different types of behavior. The fixed-point response function either increases

monotonically (for kda = 1.5 and kdz = 0,25), or it increases after it has passed a minimum with f* < 0 (for

kda. = 1.5 and kdz = 1.25), or it decreases monotonically (for kda = 2.5 and kdz = 0.25). In any case, there exists

at most a single intersection at h > 0 with the horizontal line g(h) = dx > 0 (the non-biological range of dx is

shaded). The corresponding steady state is a saddle point (d. Sect. 4) and cannot serve as a memory state. The

other parameters are kp = 2, ka = 0.1, and dz = 1.

For large fields h the fixed-point response function 1* approaches asymptotically the line
(kp - kda)h - dZkdz/ka' From its derivative

(J*)'(h) = 0 ¢} (k p - /'da)(kah +dz? - 4kdz = 0 (31)

we deduce that 1* has a single extremum for positive fields, provided (a) kp - kda > 0 and (b)
(J*)'(O) = kp - kda - kdz < O. Then the extremum is a minimum. Otherwise 1* increases or
decreases monotonically.

Figure 4 shows a representative of each of the three qualitatively different classes of fixed-point
response functions when the original response functions are linear. We see that in no case more
than one intersection with the line g(h) = dx > 0 is possible; cf. (21). For all biologically relevant
values of parameters the system has at most one non-zero steady state in the positive subspace,
which is symmetric in the indices 1 and 2 and a saddle point as argued in Sect. 4.

We conclude that there exist no memory states in a two-species system obeying the dynamics (2-7)
with linear functions fp,!d, and fa.

6 Saturation response functions

We have considered linear expressions for fa' fd' and fp as low-field approximations for saturation
response functions. Since we were unable to obtain stable steady states to serve as memory in the
linear regime, we now attempt to find them by considering the full range of saturation functions

h
fa(h) = h +Oa ;

h h
!d(h) = h + Bd and jp(h) = h + Bp , (32)

where a, d, and p stand for the activation, differentiation a.nd proliferation function (respectively)
in eqs. (2-7). These three response functions may have identical or different thresholds depending
upon the empirical data and their interpretation.
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First we will show that there are no memory states if we choose identical thresholds for all response
functions, I.e. ()a = ()d = ()P. Then we derive conditions for the existence of asymmetrical non-zero
steady states in the case where non-proliferating B lymphocytes are not activated (ka = 0). And
finally, we will generalize the results thus obtained to k a # 0 and all three thresholds ()a, ()d, and ()P

different.

6.1 Identical saturation thresholds

For identical thresholds
()a = ()d = ()P == ()

eq. (21) becomes a quadratic polynomial in A* with solutions

al ± Jai +4dxdza2
A~/_ =() 2a2 '

and al and a2 defined as

al = kadx +dz[dx - (kp - dx) + kd],

a2 = ka[(kp - dx) - kda] + dz[(kp - dx) - kd·

Both solutions, A+ and A:, are real and positive, if

(i) al < 0, (ii) a2 < 0 and (iii) ai +4dxdza2 ~ 0 .

For kp > dx, we get two conditions. From (i)

and from (ii)

which are incompatible.
For dx > kp , we obtain from (i)

and from (ii)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

Inequality (37) is obviously true and inequality (36) is obviously false.
Thus, only one real positive solution can be obtained as equilibrium point for each clone i. We get
a single fixed point which is symmetrical and, therefore, unstable as we have mentioned in Sect. 4
and shown in the appendix. We conclude, that no dynamical memory is possible, if the thresholds
of the saturation functions fa, fd' and fp are identical.
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6.2 PD model without activation of non-proliferating B cells

The principles of the mechanism of dynamical memory in the PD model can be understood most
easily for the special case where none of the non-proliferating B cells come back into the pool of
proliferating B cells, Le., loa = O. 'When no activation of non-proliferating B cells is considered,
the existence of memory states does not depend upon the question whether we have differentiation
into plasma cells and non-proliferating B cells (loda,lodz # 0) or differentiation into plasma cells
only (loda # 0, lodz = 0). In the first case the non-proliferating B cells do not have any effect on the
behavior of the system besides being an additional sink for proliferating B cells. Below, we will
discuss the biological meaning of these possibilities.

For loa = 0, the fixed-point response function is

*( ) h hf h = lop h +OP - lod h +Od

and its derivative
OP Od

(f*)'(h) = lop(h +Op)2 - lod(h +Od)2

As h -> 00 the fixed-point response function approaches

see Fig. 5. Furthermore, f* assumes its extrema at

(38)

(39)

(40)

lo plod(1 - 0)2
(lop - lod)20

(41)

where 0 denotes the thresholds ratio Od lOP.

We now derive conditions for the existence of at least one maximum of f* for positive fields. Let
us first consider the case of lop > lod. The locations of both extrema have the same sign, if the

square root in eq. (41) is less than 1, which is equivalent to 0 E (¥.,~). However, f* has

these extrema at negative fields, since 0 < ~. The single positive solution of eq. (41) for values

o ~ (¥.'~) gives rise to a maximum, ifthe derivative at zero is positive, (f*)'(0) > 0, which is true

for 0 > Z:. Therefore, the fixed-point response function f* has a maximum for positive fields only

if 0 > ~. The positive branch h+ of eq. (41) gives the location hmax of the maximum. Repeating

our arguments for lop < lod, we obtain 0 > Zd as necessary condition for occurrence of the maximum
p

of f* at a positive field which is determined by the negative branch of eq. (41), hmax = h_. The
value of f* at its maximum is

in both cases and the field at the maximum is given by

hmax = {h+, ~f lop> lod,
h_, If lod > lop.

(42)

(43)

The proliferating B cells' decay rate dx has to be larger than the plateau value f*(oo) = lop - lod,
and smaller than the value of the maximum f*( hmax ) in order to allow g(h) = dx > 0 to cross f*
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Figure 5: Fixed-point (saturation) response functions for ka = O. We show the fixed-point response function as
function of h on a logarithmic scale for two different choices of proliferation rate and total differentiation rate: (a)

kp > kd and (b) kp < kd. As h --+ 00, all functions asymptotically approach the value kp - kd, except for the case

e = 00. At the critical ratio of thresholds, 6 c (= 2 here, see eq. (45)) a maximum emerges at h = 00 in (a) or at

h = 0 in (b). The functions are drawn for (starting with the lower curve) e == (}d/8 P = 2 (dotted, appears only in

(a)), 2.4,4,6,10,20,100,5000 and oo(dotted). The other parameters are: 8P = 100, kp = 2, and kd = 1 in (a) and

kd=4in(b).

twice. Thus, eq. (21) for the antibody components of the fixed points has two equilibrium solutions,
if and only if

(.jk;0 - "fkd'/
0-1

(44)

and

o > 0 e = max [:: ' ~;] . (45)

The range (44) of admissible decay rates dx increases with 0 from 0 at 0 = 0 e to min[kd, kp] as
o -+ 00. Figure 5 shows how the shape of the fixed-point response function f* depends on the
ratio of the thresholds 0 for different values of kd and kp •

The two solutions of eq. (21) cau be combined to four different steady states (see Fig. 3). The
symmetric combinations are saddle points as mentioned in Sect. 4. The asymmetric combiuations
are locally stable fixed points providing memory for parameters in the range we have estimated in
Sect. 2.

It would be interesting to find memory states at low concentrations of antibody. In order to find
parameter regimes where antibody populations at the fixed points A+/_ are small, we investigate
how the location hmax of the maximum of 1* varies with 0. One equilibrium antibody concentration
at an asymmetric fixed point is larger than the field hmax at the maximum by an amount which
depends on dx. Therefore, the size of hmax is a lower bound for the antibody concentration of the
fixed point.

In the limit of large 0 the fields h+/_ grow proportionally to vB,

kpkd0
(kp - kd )2

(46)
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On the other hand, as e approaches its critical value ee, the field at the maximum either diverges
or goes to zero according to the relative size of kp and kd. Some algebra shows

(47)

If proliferation is faster than differentiation (kp > kd), the location of the maximum hmax appears
at 00 as e becomes larger than ee, then decreases as e grows, attains a minimum value for
intermediate e, and diverges as e -> 00. See Fig. 5a, where hmax attains its minimum at e "" 4.
On the other hand, if differentiation is faster than proliferation (kd > k p), then hmax appears at
o and increases monotonically with e. See Fig. 5b and also Fig. 8. In both cases, the maximum
becomes more pronounced with e.
We conclude that competition between differentiation and proliferation is a viable option to create
memory states by an idiotypic network model with simple saturation functions. The decisive
prerequisite is a different dependence of differentiation and proliferation upon the field. Proliferation
must dominate differentiation at low fields and approach its saturation value for smaller values of
the field than differentiation; see Fig. lOa. The required ratio ee of the corresponding thresholds
increases with the difference between maximum proliferation rate and maximum differentiation rate.
The appropriate entities to characterize the equilibrium properties of the network are the critical
ratio of the thresholds, 0 e , as given by eq. (45), the range (44) of death rates of proliferating B
cells allowing equilibration for two different values of the field (the range of admissible dx), and
the field at the maximum of r as given by eq. (43).

6.3 General case including memory cells

How will our conclusions change, if non-proliferating B Iympocytes can be activated, Le., ka # 0 ?
We note that the fixed-point response function (22) depends on the ratio of the non-proliferating B
cells activation rate ka and death rate dz and not on their individual, absolute values. It therefore
suffices to vary the ratio ka/dz for a qualitative analysis of the equilibrium properties of the PD
model. Quantitatively, however, the steady state values of X and Z are affected by the absolute
size of k a and dz.

We start by examining the limiting case. If non-proliferating B cells live infinitely long (dz = 0)
or enter the pool of proliferating B cells immediately (ka -> (0), the fixed-point response function
assumes the form

h h
r(h)=kph+()p-kdah+()d' (48)

We note that this form of r is very similar to eq. (38) which is valid for ka = O. The only
difference is, that in the second term on the right of (48) the rate for differentiation into plasma
cells kda replaces the total differentiation rate kd. This result can be understood in the following
way. The second term on the right in eqs. (38) and (48) represents the loss of cells from the pool
of the proliferating B cells (X). The formation of a non-proliferating B lymphocyte (Z) from
a proliferating one and its subsequent activation delays the proliferation of this cell by a certain
amount of time 6.. During this time 6. there is a finite probability that the non-proliferating B cell
will die due to the death rate dz . It cannot be re-activated and is lost from the pool of proliferating
B cells. However, if activation of non-proliferating B cells is immediate (ka = 00), it is not subject to
the risk of dying as a non-proliferating B cell (6.=0), and if their lifetime becomes infinite (dz=O),
it will not die in any finite period of time; in both cases there will be no loss of proliferating B cells.
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Figure 6: C,'itical threshold ratio 0 c for difJef'ent values of ka/dz. The figure depicts the minimal ratio of

differentiation over proliferation threshold Be, for which memory states exist. The plot is drawn as a function of

the rate of differentiation into plasma cells, kda , for different values of the ratio of activation over decay rate of

non-proliferating B cells: ka/d z = 0,0.2,0.5, I, 2, 5, 50, 00, (from left to right). Limiting behavior: (i) no activation,

ka/dz = 0 (left dashed curve); all non-proliferating B cells formed by differentiation of proliferating B cells are lost

for further proliferation. (ii) maximum activation, ka/dz --+ 00 (right dashed curve, its decreasing part is very close

to the ka/dz = 50 curve); none of these cells is lost. For intermediate ka/dz , the general form of the curves is

preserved. The parameters are: kp = 2, kdz = 1, ea = 8P = 100.

By substituting kda for kd in eqs. (43) - (45), we obtain necessary conditions for the existence of
two stable steady states: the field at the maximum of f*, the range of admissible dx, and the
critical ratio of the differentiation over the proliferation threshold ee'
For intermediate values of ka / dz we are not able to present analytical expressions simple enough to
be amenable to an interpretation, since the equations determining the critical ratio ee, the range
of admissible dx, and the field at the maximum are polynomials of degree three or four. Instead,
we use a graphical representation for our results.

Figures 6 and 7 show how the critical ratio ee and the range of admissible decay rates dx change
with the differentiation rate into plasma cells kda for different values of the ratio of activation over
decay rate of non-proliferating B cells ka/dz. As discussed above, we see two limiting graphs for
ka/dz = 0 and ka/dz ---> 00 drawn as dashed lines in Fig. 6. The graph for ka/dz ---> 00 is a copy
of the one for ka/dz = 0 shifted to the right by the amount kdz. With increasing ratio ka/dz
the effective number of cells lost due to differentiation into non-proliferating B cells decreases.
Therefore, the rate of differentiation into plasma cells kda must become larger with increasing
ka/ dz in order to achieve the same effect as for vanishing ka/ dz.

The critical ratio ee attains a minimum and the range of admissible dx a maximum when the
effective rate of cells lost due to differentiation is equal to the proliferation rate kp • If activation of
non-proliferating B cells is independent of the field (oa = 0), this effective rate k~ is given by

[ k]-1
ki = kda +kdz 1 + d; ,

and the condition kp = ki determines the set of parameters where competition between differenti
ation and proliferation is most effective.
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Figure 7: Range of admissible dx for different values of ka/dz. We show the range of decay rates dx for which

non-trivial stable steady states exist, as a function of kda for ka/d z = 0,0.5,2,50, andoo (from left to right). The

admissible dx lie between a straight and a curved line, which join each other at kda = 0, for each particular value of

ka/dz. The straight line is derived from the height of the plateau of j*(h --+ 00), the curved line from the maximum

value f*(h rnax ). The range of admissible dx does not change for different values of ka/d z , and it attains its maximum

where the value at the plateau crosses zero. The other parameters are: kp = 2, kdz = 1, eQ = 8P = 100, and ()d = 200.

The last freely variable parameter which we have to discuss, is the activation threshold oa. If oa
remains about as large or smaller than the proliferation threshold 0", the critical ratio ee and the
range of admissible dx are affected only slightly by a change of oa. If activation is restricted to
very large fields (oa ::;» OP), the system behaves as if there where no activation of non-proliferating
B cells at all.

Allowing activation of non-proliferating B cells does not alter the qualitative aspects of our con
clusion obtained for the case without it. Activation of non-proliferating B cells reduces the loss
of proliferating B cells due to differentiation and, therefore, restricts to a greater extent the range
of parameters e, dx, and kda, for which competition between proliferation and differentiation can
account for multiple locally stable steady states. These restrictions become even more severe, when
the fraction of re-activated non-proliferating B cells is increased (i.e., if the activation rate ka in
creases, the death rate dz decreases or the activation threshold oa decreases) or when most of the
proliferating B cells differentiate into non-proliferating B cells instead of plasma cells (i.e., the ratio
kdz/kd increases).

7 Log-bell-shaped response functions

7.1 Competition between proliferation and differentiation versus receptor over
saturation

In the preceding section we have shown that competition between proliferation and differentiation
of B lymphocytes induced by anti-idiotyic antibodies is able to provide memory states in an im
mune network. Proliferation which enlarges the B cell populations is countered by differentiation
which transforms proliferating cells into cells no longer capable of proliferation. Another possible
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Figure 8: Field at the maximum. Here we show the two typical kinds of dependence of the field at the maximum

of the fixed point response function upon the threshold ratio e. If proliferation is faster than the effective rate of

loss due to differentiation (kda = I, upper curve), the maximum appears at infinity, when e crosses its critical

value. Thereafter, hmax decreases rapidly, passes through a minimum, and increases slowly with increasing e. If

proliferation is slower than the effective rate of loss due to differentiation (kda = 2, lower curve), the maximum

appears at zero, when e rises above 0 c. The field at the maximum increases monotonically with 0, quite fast in the

beginning and slowly afterwards. The other parameters are kp = 2, kdz = 1, ka/dz = 2, and 8f = Of = 100. All

upper thresholds are taken to be infinite: O2 = O~ = og = 00.

mechanism (De Boer and Hogeweg, 1989; Weisbuch et al., 1990) to explain memory states in id
iotypic networks relies on oversaturation of the B cell receptors so as to counter proliferation at
high fields. If many anti-idiotypic antibodies are present, i.e., at very high fields, most of the sites
of the surface antibodies are occupied by singly bound anti-antibodies. The free site of a singly
bound anti-antibody hardly finds an other unoccupied binding site on a surface Ig. Oversaturation
impairs crosslinking of the B cells' surface Ig (Per'elson and DeLisi, 1980). According to Perelson
and DeLisi (1980) the fraction of crosslinked receptors on a B cell can be described by a log-bell
shaped function. A simple log-bell shaped function that has all of the properties of a crosslinking
curve is (cf. Fig. 1)

f(h) - _h_~ _ _ h_ (1- _h_)
- h +81 h +82 - h +81 h +82

(50)

where 82 is larger than 81 by at least one order of magnitude, typically more than that (De Boer et
al., 1993a). We want to investigate in the present section, to what extent our previous results are
affected, if we introduce log-bell-shaped functions for activation, differentiation, and proliferation

(51)

with x = a, d, and p. We call 8f the lower and 8~ the upper threshold. Here we assume that the
response of B cells is proportional to the amount of crosslinkillg of their receptors.

Taking for granted the occurrence of receptor oversaturation at sufficiently high fields, we pose the
question: Under what conditions is competition between proliferation and differentiation dominant ?
We first investigate this question for identical upper thresholds 8~ = 8~ = 8~ and treat the general
case below.
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Figure 9: Transition from dominance of competition to dominance of receptor oversaturation as the upper thresholds

increase. We have plotted the fixed-point response function for log-bell-shaped response functions with identical

upper thresholds 82 = 8~ = eg ;; rh. As we vary the upper threshold 82 from large values to small values

(00,106
l 105,104,2000,700,400,200 starting with the upper line) the mechanism responsible for multiple steady states

changes from the competition between differentiation and proliferation, which is dominant down to ()2 = 104 and for

proliferating B cell decay rates dx > 0.75, to the saturation of surface Ig, which is dominant for 82 < 500 and any

decay rate below the plateau value 0.75. The relative size of lower differentiation threshold and lower proliferation

threshold mainly determines the value of 62 for which the switch of the dominance of the mechanisms occurs. Here

we used 6f = 400 and ef = 100. The other parameters are kp = 2, kda = 1, kdz = 1, ka / dz = 2, and 6f = 100.

Receptor oversaturation becomes significant above the maximum of the proliferation function fp

which is located at h~ax = VOiO~. The influence of differentiation becomes significant above the
maximum of the fixed-point response function studied in Sect. 6 whose location h max is plotted in
Fig. 8 as a function of the ratio of differentiation over proliferation threshold e for different sets of
parameters - see also eqs. (43) and (41), which are valid for k a = O. Whenever the field h max at
the maximum of f* is significantly smaller than the field h~ax at the maximum of fp, competition
between differentiation and proliferation is dominant, provided the decay rate of proliferating B
cells lies within the range of admissible dx for the respective parameters. For dx outside of this
range, however, saturation of cell surface receptors takes over so as to provide multiple steady
states as shown in Fig. 9. This figure also depicts the transition from fixed-point response functions
dominated by competition to fixed-point response functions dominated by receptor oversaturation.

7.2 The hexa regime

A qualitatively new feature arises, if the upper thresholds are no longer identical. To simplify the
discussion we assume that all upper thresholds 8'2 are significantly larger than the lower ones Of.
This allows us to consider the increasing and the decreasing factor of the log-bell-shaped functions
independently of each other and to discern a low-field and a high-field regime. For fields much
smaller than the upper thresholds, the fixed-point response function is approximately [cf. eq. (22)]
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Figure 10: Combining increasing and decreasing threshold functions to a mexican-hat-like function. The figure

shows the fixed-point response function f* (solid), the proliferation function fp (dashed), and the effective differenti

ation fnnction f* - jp (dotted). In (a) and (b) we show the symmetry eg. (54) of increasing (eg. (52)) and decreasing

(eg. (53)) threshold fnnctions. Note that we have choosen all thresholds to obey the additional conditions (55). Part

(e) combines the increasing and decreasing threshold functions of part (a) and (b). We obtain a fixed-point response

function with two maxima which has four equilibrium fields for appropriate decay rates of the proliferating B cells,

here 0.2 < dx < 1. The parameters are kp = 2, kda = 1.5, kdz = 1, ka / dz = 2, Of = 10,81 = 103
, Of = 102

, eg =

lO\eg = 105
, and 8~ = 106

.

(52)

This is the fixed-point response function we have investigated in Sect. 6. For fields much larger
than the lower thresholds, the fixed-point response function is to a good approximation

(53)

The low-field and the high-field approximations can be related in a rather symmetric fashion,

(J*ioW [In h -In OJ] = (j*)high [-(1n h -In On], (54)

provided
OUOj = O~/O~ and ot;Oj = o~M. (55)

Figure 10 illnstrates this symmetry, which allows ns to transfer the results of Sect. 6 to the high-field
regime of the present section. In particular, the high-field approximation (J*)hi9h has a maximum
for positive fields, if the upper differentiation threshold O~ is sufficiently smaller than the upper
proliferation threshold O~; for instance, if ko =0,

(56)

which is the analog of eq. (45). Thus, multiple equilibration of the system is possible in the high
field regime in complete analogy to the one we have studied for the low-field regime in Sect. 6. The
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relations (55) imply that the requirements for the ratio of the thresholds are inverted as compared
to the low-field regime (0 --+ 0-1). We use the relations (54) and (55) in order to facilitate the
analysis of this complicated parameter regime. For a large range of parameters, however, the results
presented in the following paragraphs do not change qualitatively, if eq. (55) and consequently eq.
(54) do not hold.

Let us combine the low-field and the high-field behavior of our system. If differentiation is restricted
to a band of values of the field within the range of fields promoting proliferation - cf. Fig. 10c
the system will be at equilibrium at four different values of the field for an appropriate value of the
decay rate of proliferating B cells, dx. Consequently, the two-species network has sixteen (therefore
the name hexa regime) steady states in addition to the virgin state.

Depending on the parameter setting six, four, two, or none of these sixteen steady states are
attractive (a stability analysis follows in Sect. 8). The fixed points (2,3) and (3,2) are always
unstable (see Sect. 4 for the notation). The diagonal fixed points of each quadrupole (1,1), (2,2),
(3,3), (4,4), (1,3), (2,4), (3,1), and (4,2) are saddle points. The fixed points (4,3) and (3,4) are
only stable for very short antibody lifetimes, see Fig. 13. For a biologically plausible choice of
parameters the system has the four attractive fixed points (1,2), (1,4), (2,1), and (4,1) as shown
in Fig. 11. Each clone can attain two different immune states. Transitions between these states
induced by external stimuli like injections of antigen or anti-antibodies are possible. We defer a
thorough study of such dynamical properties to a future publication.

We conclude this section by reiterating its main results. First, depending on the parameters,
competition between proliferation and differentiation can be the dominating mechanism to provide
memory states, even though the response functions have a log-bell-shape. In particular, the decay
rate of proliferating B cells dx must be large enough. Second, if differentiation becomes effective
for higher fields than proliferation and ceases for smaller fields, the state space has a structure
much richer than the one obtained in previous models. We get a fixed-point response function
resembling the form of an inverse mexican hat, which for biologically reasonable parameters gives
rise to 4 attractive memory states in addition to the virgin state instead of just 2 attractive memory
states. Though the mexican-hat response function might appear a bit artificial, a similar form was
predicted and observed for other systems related to crosslinking (Goldstein, 1988). Moreover, it
is not non-realistic to assume that both proliferation and differentiation have a log-bell response
functions and that differentiation starts for larger field than proliferation and is damped earlier.

8 Stability of the memory states

In this section we numericaly study the stability of the memory states for both saturation and log
bell-shaped response functions. We have found that the three important factors, which influence
the stability of the memory states, are: (i) the time for which antibodies remain in circulation, (il)
the change in the antibody production rate for small perturbations of the equilibrium fields, and
(iii) the dynamics of non-proliferating B cells at the fixed points.

Most important, the memory states become unstable, when the decay rate dA or the complex
formation rate bA of the antibodies are too small (see Figures 12 and 13). The same is true, when
the rate bx of internalization of antibodies decreases too much. Unspecific antibody decay, complex
formation, and antibody internalization determine the mean residence time of free antibodies in
the circulation. Thus, the instability of the memory states occurs through a Hopf bifurcation when
the mean residence time of antibodies becomes too long.
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Figure 11: State space in the hexa regime. We sl10w the fixed points and some trajectories of the PD model in the

hexa regime. We observe 4 stable (dot) and 12 unstable (open circle) equilibrium points. All traject.ories start close

to some unstable steady state. Most of them relax to the high field fixed points (1,4) and (4,1) (for the notation

(i,j) see Fig. 3). We observe that only trajectories beginning at low concentrations of antibody with sufficiently high

asymmetry reach the low field fixed points (1,2) and (2,1). The parameters are Sx = Sz = 0, dx = dz = 0.8, dA =

O.2,kp = 2,kda = 1.5,kdz = ka = 1,Pa = O.OI,b A = O.Ol,bx = 0,81= 50,01 = lOn,Or = 10,02 = 2000,Og = 1000,

and O~ = 10000.

We have estimated that the decay rate of antibodies dA is smaller than the B cells' decay rate dx
by a factor between 2 and 10. For such values of d'h the fixed point (1,2) loses its stability only
when bA and bx become very small; see Fig. 12. (Note that due to the fundamental symmetry of
a two species system any fixed point (j, i) behaves exactly like the fixed point (i, j)). This result is
qualitatively analogous to the one described for the AB model by De Boer et al. (1993a, Sect. 9.4).
We reproduce the AB model in the framework of the PD model by choosing two log-bell response
functions such that the fixed-point response function (effective proliferation function) is equal to the
differentiation response function. Differentiation to non-proliferating B cells is excluded by setting
kdz = ka = O. The other parameters were set according to De Boer et al.. in order to avoid biases
due to different definition of parameters. In Fig. 12 we see that for 6 larger than approximately
0.2, the fixed point in the AB model is stable down to smaller values of /l than in the PD model.
On the other hand, for 6 < 0.2 (which both we and De Boer et al. consider to be more realistic),
the PD model has stable steady states for smaller values of /l. We discuss the reasons behind this
stabilization effect in the PD model below.

In the hexa regime, where log-bell-shaped response functions are used both for proliferation and
differentiation, the fixed points (1, 2) and (1,4) loose their stabili ty for even smalier values of bA

and bx (see Fig. 13). Therefore, the parameter regime where the memory states (1,2) and (1,4) are
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Figure 12: Stability of the memory states. We show the dependence of the stability of the memory states upon

the normalized decay rate of antibodies 6:::;; dA/dx and the normalized rate of complex formation JL = V8182bA/dx

using (a) a linear and (b) a logarithmic scale for JL. The memory states are unstable for values of 6 below and

values of JL to the left of the curves. In this parameter regime, the long mean residence time of free antibodies in

circulation destabilizes the fixed points giving rise to oscillatory behavior. We compare the stability of our model

(i) employing saturation response functions (solid line) and (ii) employing log-bell-shaped response functions with

identical thresholds for proliferation and differentiation (dashed line). The second case corresponds to the AB model

of De Boer et al. (I993a). We choose the parameters such that in both cases we obtain identical fixed point

response functions and identical maximum antibody production rate. Parameters for saturation response functions:

kp = kda = 2.02, Pa = 0.0495, dx = 1, 9f = 10, 9f = 1000, and 8g = 8~ = 00. Parameters for identical log-bell-shaped

response functions: kp = kda:::= 2,pa = 0.05,dx = I,8f' = 8f = 10, and 8g = 8~ = 1000. The other parameters are

ka = kdz = dz = Sx = Sz = bx = 8i = 0, and 82= co.

stable is larger than the parameter regimes wi th stable (1, 2) states for saturation function and with
stable memory states in the AB model (De Boer et aI., 1993a), respectively. With decreasing bA

and/or bx, first the state (1,2) becomes unstable and finally the state (1,4). On the other hand,
the fixed point (3,4) is unstable for most of the considerable parameter regime. It can become
stable only for unrealistically large values of dA. For the sake of completeness we mention that it
loses its stability also through a Hopf bifurcation.

Let us compare the parameter regimes for which the memory states are stable for the various cases
mentioned above, using our estimated value of 8 = dA/dx = 0.1. First, we observe that the state
(1,4) in the hexa regime, whose equilibrium fields are located at the two outermost flanks of the
mexican-hat effective response function (see Fig. 10), is stable in a considerably larger parameter
regime than all other memory states (almost two orders of magnitude). Second, the state (1,2)
in the hexa regime is stable in a larger parameter regime than the same state in the case of
saturation functions (Fig. 13). Last, the memory state in the case of two saturation functions for
both proliferation and differentiation is somewhat more stable than the memory state in De Boer
et al., although both have effectively a log-bell-shaped response function.

This hierarchy of stability can be explained by considering the slopes of the differentiation function
fd and ofthe fixed-point response function f* at the equilibrium fields of the corresponding memory
states. Those slopes determine how rapidly the corresponding antibody production rates change
with small variations of the field. The change of the production rate of antibodies, which are
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Figure 13: The stability of memory states in the hexa-regime. We show the location of the Hopf bifurcations in

the parameter space spanned by the normalized decay rate 6 = dA/dx and the normalized rate of complex formation

JL = .jf)f(}~bA/dx of antibodies. The solid lines indicate the change of stability for the fixed points (1,2), (1,4), and

(3,4) for log-bell-shaped response functions giving rise to the hexa-regime where the threshold parameters are taken

to be (Jl = Or = 10, Of = 50,82 = O~ = 1000, and og = 200. Those fixed points are the only ones that can be

stable in the hexa-regime [due to the fundamental symmetry of a two species system the fixed point (j, i) behaves

just like (i,i)]. The fixed points are stable above the curves, respectively. The fixed point (3,4) is stable only for

unrealistically large values of 8. The states (1,2) and (1,4), however, are stable for the parameter values within

the range we have estimated in Sect. 2. The dashed line indicates the change of stability of the fixed point (1,2)
for saturation response functions (02 = o~ = og = (0). We observe that it loses its stability at larger values of 8
and tt than its equivalent steady state (1,2) for the log-bell-shaped response functions. The other parameters are

kp = 2, ka = 1.6, kda. = 2.5, kdz = 2,pa. = 10-3 , dx = dz = 0.4, Sx = Sz = 0, and bx = O.

long-lived in the problematic parameter regime and convey the interactions between the B cells,
crucially influences the amplification of small perturbations. Therefore, the stability of the fixed
point increases for any decrease of the slopes of the differentiation function and of the fixed point
effective response funcion at the equilibrium fields.

In the hexa regime (see Fig. 10) the slope of !d is very small at the outer equilibrium fields
h(l) and hl4 ) and large at the inner ones h(2) and h(3) (for the notation see Sect. 4). Thus, the
antibody production rate changes slowly for both populations in the state (1,4), but relatively fast
for antibody Al in the state (1,2). Consequently, the state (1,4) looses its stability for considerably
smaller values of bA and dA than (1,2). The whole hierarchy of the fixed points' stability can be
explained using similar arguments and additionally taking into account the differences of the slope
of the fixed-point response function and the size of the equilibrium fields of one memory state and
another.

Finally, although memory states exist and can be stable without the existence of non-proliferating
B cells, still, the mean residence time of antibodies for which the memory states are stable is
allowed to be longer, if there is a large fraction of non-proliferating B cells. The dynamics of
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non-proliferating B lymphocytes constitutes a loop which delays the growth of the population of
proliferating B lymphocytes. Moreover, in our model only the proliferating B cells produce anti
bodies. Thus, the non-proliferating B cells' dynamics can reduce the amplification of perturbations.
The change of the stability properties, however, depends in an intricate way upon the actual choice
of parameters. Those effects also can be understood by considering the change of the slope of
the fixed-point response function f* due to a change of the parameters governing the dynamics of
the non-proliferating B cells. Any change in dz, kdZ or ka will change the shape of f*. This in
turn will lead to different equilibrium fields for which the fixed-point response function f* and the
differentiation function !d have a different slope.

9 More arbitrary combinations
of response functions

After we have studied in detail three different response functions for both proliferation and dif
ferentiation, we now sketch the properties of some other combinations. A summary of the results
regarding the existence of memory states for all combinations is given in Table l.

Combinations of a log-bell-shaped function for proliferation (Jp) with a linear or a saturation
function for differentiation (Jd), or of a saturation function for Ip with a linear function for Id' give
rise to a fixed-point response function with a single maximum. Consequently, we obtain basically
the same behavior as in Sect. 6 for saturation functions for both I p and !d. For a proper choice of
dx we find two equilibrium fields pel' clone and the two species system has four fixed points - two
of which are memory states (see Fig. 3).

On the other hand, combining a saturation Ip with a log-bell-shaped Id results in a fixed-point
response function with a maximum followed by a minimum for increasing positive fields. For
large fields differentiation ceases due to its log-bell-shaped response, but proliferation continues at
its saturation level. Therefore, the fixed-point response function approaches a value larger than
the one at the maximum, and we find three equilibrium fields and nine steady states - again,
two of which are memory states. Their basin of attraction, however, does not extend to infinity
anymore. Instead, the B cell populations increase for large antigenic or anti-idiotypic stimulation
and unboundedly escape control.

Up to this point we have treated simple (log-bell-shaped) saturation functions, which are a special
case (n = 1) of (composed) Hill functions defined by

hn

I(h) = hn + IJn

Using Hill functions with coefficients n greater than 1 does not change the qualitative aspects of our
results presented in Sections 6 for saturation functions and 7 for log-bell-shaped functions. However,
the transition from vanishing to full response becomes sharper with increasing Hill coefficient.
Therefore, the difference between the thresholds for proliferation and for differentiation, which is
necessary to obtain memory states, decreases. When we assume an identical Hill coefficient n 2: 1
for both the proliferation and the differentiation response functions, the analysis we have performed
in Sect. 6 remains feasible. For the critical ratio of thresholds we obtain

(57)
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which is the generalization of eq. (45).

For n = 00 the saturation function becomes a Heaviside step function and the slightest difference of
thresholds suffices to provide memory states for a proper value of the decay rate of proliferating B
cells dx. Similarly, the log-bell-shaped function becomes a window-automata function (Neumann
and Weisbuch, 1992a,b) when n = 00. All results presented for saturation or log-bell-shaped
response functions for proliferation also hold for Hill functions with any coefficient n :2: 1.

However, using Hill functions with n > 1 or with n = 1, makes a difference in the case of a
linear response function for proliferation. We have shown in Sect. 5 that a linear response function
for both proliferation and differentiation does not provide any memory states. Nevertheless, it is
possible to keep the linear proliferation fnnction and choose other kinds of differentiation function
such that memory states arise.

The first possibility is to choose saturation or log-bell-shaped functions with a Hill coefficient n > 1
for fd (step functions and window-automata included). The behavior is then like the one obtained
for saturation fp and log-bell-shaped fd. Three equilibrium fields are available per clone and two
memory states exist, but the system explodes for large fields. Note, however, that any combination
of a linear fp with with a differentiation response fd, whose ascending part is given by a Hill function
with coefficient n = 1 (e.g., simple saturation or log-bell-shaped functions), does not give rise to
memory states.

The second possibility is to employ functions increasing faster than linear for fd. Then the fixed
point response function is dominated by the lineal' proliferation function for low fields and by the
differentiation function for large fields. The fixed-point response function has a single maximum
and thus two equilibrium fields exist for proper dx giving rise to two memory states with infinite
basins of attraction.

The last possibility is to use a piece-wise-linear function for differentiation in combination with the
linear proliferation response. A piece-wise-linear function of the form

f d (h) = {o, if h ::; IJt,
pwl h, if IJt < h.

with kd larger than kp , will enable proliferation to dominate for small fields and differentiation to
dominate for large field. This case is in fact similar to the one explained in the previous paragraph,
since at one point fd grows faster than linear. We obtain a fixed-point response function with one
maximum, which gives rise to two memory states.

10 Primary and secondary response

Up to now we have studied exclusively static properties of our model, Le., the existence and the
stability of fixed points. However, the mere existence of memory states is biologically irrelevant, if
the system can not attain these excited states in response to antigenic or anti-idiotypic stimulation.
The conditions on parameters required for the attainability of memory states are in general not
identical with the ones for their existence (Neumann and Weisbuch, 1992a,b). A detailed investi
gation of attainability will be at least as huge as the static analysis above. We, therefore, defer this
topic to a future publication.

Nevertheless, we show below that the immune states are indeed attainable. In Fig. 14 we see
how the populations of proliferating B cells, non-proliferating B cells and antibodies grow and
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Figure 14: Primary and secondary response. We show the time evolution (on logarithmic scale) of the antigen V,

B cells Xl,X2 , Zl, and Z2 , and antibodies At and A2 for a system initialized in its virgin state and infected with

an initial dose 110 = 5 of antigen. The initial concentration of antigen is sufficiently high to trigger the transition

from the virgin to the immunized state. We also show a secondary response. The antigen is injected at t :::::: 20

with dose V(20) = 5 = va, the same as the one presented at t = O. The secondary response is much faster and the

peak activity of antibody At much larger (by a factor of 5) than during the primary response. We have used the

parameters Sx = 10, Sz = 0, dx = 1, dz = 0.1, dA = 0.3, kp = 2, k", = 0.1, kd", = kdz = l,p", = 0.01, bA = 0.1, bx =

O,Oi = 1,0t = 16,01= 5,0~ = og =O2= 103
, J = 1,g = 0.001, and ke = 0.01.

asymptotically reach their steady state size in the immunized state in response to the challenge of
an antigen V recognized by antibodies AI. Due to this stimulation the field acting on clone 1 is
modified to

hI = A2 + lv,
where 1 is the idiotypic impact of the antigen which may be different from J
antibody A2 •

We describe the dynamics of the antigen by

V=gV-keVA I ,

(58)

1 exerted by

(59)

where g denotes the growth rate of the antigen and ke its elimination rate, if it is tagged by
antibodies. The antigen is inserted with dose Vo at time t = O. We have choosen the initial
concentration of antigen Vo high enough to trigger immunization in Fig. 14. Initial concentrations
of antigen below a certain value, which is parameter dependent, do not induce a transition to the
immune state. The antigen is removed slowly, if it is not able to replicate itself (g :::: 0). Otherwise
(g > 0) a dynamical equilibrium of small populations of antibody Al and antigen V is established.
In both cases the antibody concentrations are considerably smaller than in the immunized state.

The memory, which has been established during the primary response in Fig. 14, can be demon
strated by a secondary response starting from the immunized state. At t = 20 we inject again the
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dose Va. The system now reacts much faster and in a manner which is much more pronounced than
during the primary response. The peak of activity of the antigen-recognizing antibody Al is much
larger during the secondary than during the primary response (by a factor 5). The reader may have
observed that the time characteristics and the amplitude of the antibody concentrations are not
in accordance with the those usually observed during immune responses to foreign antigens. Since
at this point we just want to give a qualitative example of an immune response in the PD model,
we have made no attempt to optimize parameters in order to obtain quantitative agreement with
experiments. Therefore, we are not able to tell whether the relatively slow response of the system
is a generic property of the PD model. A detailed analysis of the transtitions between the steady
states of the PD model is being studied.

In passing we note that for some parameter setups the concentration of B cells remains fairly
constant during a secondary response in contrast to the avidly reacting antibodies. This difference
in behavior between antibodies and B cells is mainly due to the fact that in the immunized state
the proliferation of B cells is almost saturated whereas their differentiation is still well below the
saturation level. The intruding antigen thus basically stimulates the antibody production by the
already expanded B cell clone. We will analyze the occurrence and significance of such a behavior
in a future publication about the dynamic properties of the PD model.

11 Summary and discussion

We have proposed a new model for the dynamics of idiotypically interacting B cell clones including
both proliferation and the influence of terminal differentiation, the PD model. The competition
between the proliferation and differentiation processes gives rise to qualitatively new results which
are listed below. In addition, we have considered for each clone two different B lymphocyte pop
ulations, i.e., proliferating and non-proliferating B cells, and the corresponding antibodies. Thus,
we were able to study the importance of non-proliferating B cells and of antibody production for
the existence and stability of memory states. These non-proliferating B cells can be regarded as
memory cells or as resting virgin B cells leading to different consequences discussed below.

We have also proposed the notion of idiotypic impact in order to distinguish the impact of antibodies
on the proliferation and differentiation of B cells from the simple aggregation of antibodies which
is governed by their mutual affinity. In contrast to the affinity, the idiotypic impact may be
asymmetric. In the present paper, in which we study only a two species system, this distinction
is introduced only on a conceptual level in the formulation of the equations of motion (2 ~ 5). Its
consequences will become apparent once we turn to study idiotypic networks with a more general
topology.

Phenotypically most closely related to the PD model is the AB model of De Boer et al.
(1990,1993a,b) which treats B cells and free antibodies separately and uses a log-bell-shaped func
tion to describe the proliferative response of the B cells. For many parameter regions the AB model
and the PD model have quite a similar state space as is shown in Sect. 7. Indeed, for vanishing
influence of the non-proliferating B cells (ka = kdz = 0) and for a log-bell-shaped proliferation
function fp with an identical differentiation function fd (fp = fd), the PD model reduces to the
AB model. In other words, identical dependence of proliferation and differentiation upon the field
results in an effective proliferation function, which looks like the original proliferation function. In
contrast to the AB model the greater variability for idiotypic regulation allowed by the different
field-dependences of proliferation and differentiation in the PD model gives rise to memory states
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fp linear saturation log-bell-shaped
fd

linear no T yes (2) yes (2)
saturation yes (2)+ yes (2) yes (2)
log-bell-shaped yes (2)l yes (2) yes (4)

Table 1: Existence and number of memory states jo,' combinations of different response functions for proliferation

fp and differentiation !d. The table is valid for saturation and log-bell-shaped functions with any Hill coefficient

n. The number in brackets indicates how many memory states can exist for biologically plausible values of the

parameters.

(t) As indicated by the upper left entry linear functions for fd in combination with linear fp do not allow for any

memory states. Nevertheless, the use of continuous functions, which grow faster than linear (at least for small fields),

or of appropriate non-continuous functions (e.g., piece-wise linear, step, window automata) for fd provides memory

states in combination with linear fp.

(t) The use of a linear fp in combination with Hill functions with coefficient 11. > 1 for fd allows the existence of

memory states. Please note, however, that using Hill functions with n = 1 for !d does not allow for any memory

state in combination with linear fw

already in the saturation regime of the response functions and does not require fields as large as to
cause receptor oversaturation.

11.1 Results pertaining to the competition
between proliferation and differentiation

Anti-idiotypic antibodies stimulate B lymphocytes both to proliferate and to differentiate into de
velopmental stages where they have lost their ability to proliferate further. Both the rate of
proliferation and the rate of differentiation depend on the field, Le., the anti-idiotypic or antigenic
stimulation. Proliferation expands the B cell population. Differentiation slows down the expansion
by reducing the number of B cells capable of proliferation. This competition between proliferation
and differentiation provides a mechanism to equilibrate an idiotypic network at medium or high
antibody concentrations, if proliferation (i) is more effective than differentiation at low fields and
(iI) saturates earlier. Otherwise the population of prolifera.ting B cells is either (i) exhausted by
differentiation (the clone is not able to expand) or (ii) not diminished sufficiently by differentiation
(the clone expands without bound).

We have investigated various forms of response functions for the processes of proliferation and
differentiation. Table 1 summarizes our results for some combinations of qualitatively different
functions. One of its important implications concerns the minimum field, which is required to
allow memory states. The saturation and the linear function are good approximations of the log
bell-shaped function for successively smaller values of the field, (as we have shown in Fig. 1). The
saturation function is a valid approximation for fields considerably smaller than the upper threshold
of the log-bell-shaped function, whereas the linear function is valid for fields considerably smaller
than its lower threshold. We have shown that a linear proliferation function in combination with a
linear differentiation function does not provide memory states. However, memory can be obtained
for linear proliferation functions in combination with Hill functions (n > 1) or non-continuous
functions for differentiation and it is even easier acheived for combinations of saturation functions.
Thus, it is by no means necessary that the flelds attain values in the regime of B cell receptors
oversaturation where the proliferation function fp decreases as is the case for models with a log-
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bell-shaped response (De Boer et al., 1992). Moreover, we have shown that memory states can be
generated without assuming a second, suppressive, threshold in the proliferation response function
(i.e., without a log-bell-shaped function), but rather with simple saturation responses.

The state space of a two-species system, the basic constituent of an idiotypic network, has sev
eral steady states which are immunologically relevant: an unimmunized virgin state, at least one
immunized state, and at least one state of tolerance.

• The virgin state is characterized by a small amount of B cells and a vanishing number of
antibodies for both clones. The system is responsive against the antigen. If we assume that
the non-proliferating B cells constitute the first stage of B cell evolution after they have left
the bone marrow (Sz cJ 0, Sx = 0), the virgin state is stable for any parameter setup. A
substantial stimulation by an external antigen is needed to leave the virgin state.

• The immunized states have relatively high concentrations of antigen-recognizing antibodies
and of the corresponding B cells and medium concentrations of the anti-icliotypic components.
The system is responsive against the antigen. The (secondary) immune response starting at
an immune state is faster and the antibody production is much more pronounced than during
a primary response starting at the virgin state.

• The tolerance states have medium concentrations of antigen-recognizing antibodies and the
corresponding B cells and high concentrations of the anti-idiotypic components. The system
is not responsive against the antigen. Immunity and tolerance gain their meaning relative to
some antigen. Thus, an immunized state with respect to an antigen recognized by antibody
A l is a tolerance state with respect to an antigen recognized by antibody A2 and vice versa.

A very important issue is the stability of the above memory states, i.e., the immunized and tolerance
state. Although stability is lost, in agreement with results obtained for the AB model by De Boer et
al. (1990, 1993a,b), when the mean residence time of antibodies becomes too long, the parameter
regime for which stable memory states exist is larger in the PD model. This fact is mostly due to
a slower change of differentiation and consequently of the antibody production for perturbations of
the equilibrium fields of the memory states. Moreover, the non-proliferating B cells can stabilize the
memory states even more, since they constitute a retarding loop that slows down the cell division
of the proliferating B cells. However, in contrast to results presented for the M models by Behn et
al. (1989a,b; 1992, 1993), non-proliferating B cells (interpreted as memory cells) are not needed in
order to provide stable memory states.

In the context of an immune network the question arises whether either localized immune states
exist (De Boer et al., 1990) or percolation of the idiotypic stimulation through the network arises.
In order to explain briefly the localization of the immune response, we introduce the notion of level
2 clones, which are those connected to the immunized clone, of level 3 clones, which are those
connected to the level 2 clones, and so on. All level 2 clones together provide the equilibrium field
for the immunized clone. An immune state is considered to be localized, if the clones oflevel 3 and
further on are not triggered to leave their virgin state, when the immunized and level 2 clones are
at equilibrium. The conditions for the existence of a. localized state (see the derivation for the AB
model in Neumann and Weisbuch, 1992a,b) are (i) that spontaneous percolation is avoided, i.e.,
existence of a stable virgin state, and (ii) that the immunized and tolerance state are structurally
stable in the context of a network. In the PD model it is easier to avoid spontaneous percolation,
because the secretion of antibodies starts for higher fields than in the AB model. It can be easily
verified that an immune state can be structurally sta.ble in the PD model. This statement holds
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basically for the same reasons as for the AB model. A detailed examination of the structural
stability of the memory states requires the assumption of a specific network topology. Let us just
say that the necessary conditions to acheive structural stability for the PD model are roughly the
same as (or even weaker than) those for the AB model, since the low equilibrium field in the PD
model is of the same (or even lower) size as that in the AB model. Deriving the conditions for
the attainability of a localized state is more involved (Neumann and Weisbuch, 1992a,b). We defer
such an analysis to a future publication.

Although the PD model does not necessitate log-bell-shaped response functions, it gives rise to
qualitatively new results if such a function is used for both proliferation and differentiation. If one
chooses the thresholds in a way that differentiation starts for larger fields and decreases for smaller
fields than proliferation, then the effective fixed-point response function has the form of an inverse
mexican hat (see Fig. 10). For such a fixed-point response function we obtain sixteen fixed points
in addition to the virgin state for reasonable values of the parameters. In this parameter regime,
the hexa regime, the model can exhibit two, four, or six memory states depending on the domains
of differentiation and proliferation (see Sect. 7) and the residence time of the antibodies. In the
hexa regime anti-idiotypic- or antigen-induced transitions between different states of immunity or
tolerance are possible.

11.2 Are memory cells necessary to provide memory states?

As we have noted in the introduction, the M class models of idiotypic networks (Behn and van
Hemmen, 198930) do not allow for any immunized states, if a second kind of B cells, which has
been interpreted as memory B cells, is not present. Memory B cells have been described as
long-lived cells which do not proliferate directly after an initial proliferation which lasts for 2 - 4
weeks after priming (Schittek and Rajewski, 1990). In order to study the interaction of memory
cells characterized by these two properties with idiotypically interconnected B cell clones, we have
included a population of non-proliferating B cells (Z) in the PD model. Their decay rate dz can
be choosen independently of the decay rate dx of proliferating B cells.

Memory B cells defined in this way do' not change the qualitative behavior of the PD model:
memory states exist also in the presence of non-proliferating B cells, if proliferation dominates at
low fields and saturates earlier than differentiation. In particular, there are no memory states if
both proliferation and differentiation have a linear response. This result implies that memory cells
in the context of the M models (Behn and van Hemmen, 1989a), which employs linear response
functions, cannot be non-proliferating B cells, bnt must be capable of proliferation. This demand
is, in principle, in accordance with the widely accepted picture of memory B cells (Vitetta et al.,
1991; Linton et al., 1989), which endows them with a capability to proliferate different from normal
unprimed B cells. The PD model does not provide any hints on the characteristics (like response
functions) of proliferating memory B cells in the framework of M models.

With respect to the existence of memory states for other combinations of response functions sum
marized in Table 1, the quantitative conditions become modified with the introduction of non
proliferating B cells. Some of the memory cells are activated again and, thus, reduce the effective
loss of proliferating B cells due to differentiation. Since the difference of proliferation and differ
entiation threshold, which is necessary to generate memory states, is minimal, when the rates of
proliferation and of effective differentiation are perfectly balanced, non-proliferating B cells may
be favorable or obstructive for the establishment of memory states (for details, see eq. (49)). Fur
thermore, non-proliferating B cells can increase the sta.bility of the memory states. Thus long-lived
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non-proliferating B lymphocytes are in general non-functional to establish dynamical memory in
the framework of the PD model.

Cellular memory can be characterized in our model by a long lifetime of the non-proliferating B
cells (dz ~ dx ) and a small re-activation rate (ka ). In that case, cellular memory can co-exist
with a dynamical memory based upon mutual idiotypic stimulation between proliferating B cell
clones. This is true even if the population of non-proliferating B cells outnumbers that of short
lived proliferating B cells, which occurs in our model if the rate of differentiation into memory cells
(kdZ) is large.

11.3 The effect of resting virgin B cells on the stability of the virgin state

Another quite natural interpretation identifies the non-proliferating B cells (Z) with small resting
virgin B lymphocytes. Every newborn B cell arriving from the bone marrow must be activated by
antigen or anti-idiotypic antibodies before it becomes capable of proliferation. In order to model
this case, we assume (i) that the influx of B cells from the bone marrow enters the population of
non-proliferating B cells exclusively (Sx = 0, Sz '" 0), (ii) that the non-specific decay rates for
proliferating and non-proliferating B cells are identical (dx = dz), and (iii) that the population of
non-proliferating B cells is not replenished by proliferating B cells (kdz = 0).

We have shown in Sect. 3 that the virgin state is stable for any biological parameter regime when
a separate activation step is needed to stimulate resting virgin B cells to become proliferating
B cells. Thus, spontaneous percolation, a process in which clones become activated all over the
network without an external stimulation, is avoided even for a very large source (Sz) and a very
large connectivity among clones. This is very different from the case where new B cells corning
from the bone marrow can proliferate immediately (Sx '" 0). Without a separate stage for virgin
resting B cells, the stability of the virgin state is lost for a large production rate of antibodies per
proliferating B cell or for moderate source strengths (Sx) and large connectivities.

These virgin B cells basically act as a source for the proliferating B cells, which is of the same order
of magnitude as Sz. In that case the virgin B cells influence the memory states in the same way
as we indicated for the influence of Sx. Since we assume that any source is small in comparison to
the expanded populations after activation, the memory states hardly change due to the influence
of a direct source or of the virgin B cells.
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Appendix - Stability Analysis for the symmetric fixed points
In this appendix we present the results of a linear stability analysis of the symmetric non-zero fixed
points of the PD model. We treat only biologically relevant, i.e., strictly positive, steady states.

In order to determine the local stability properties of the fixed points, we first derive from eqs.
(2-7) the Jacobian F' at the fixed points,

A2 M1 Q2 R1 a R1

M2 Al R2 Ql R2 a
F'= a N1 B2 a T2 a

(AI)
N 2 a a B1 a T1

a PI S2 a C2 a
P2 a a S2 a C1

where we use the abbreviations
x~

Ai - -dA - bMli - bx(xt +Zi) -Pakdafd(Ai) A~'
J

Bi -dx +kI'MAi) - kd!d(Ai)
Z~ Sx

- = -kafa(Ai);~ - X~'
J J

Ci -dz - kafa(Ai) * xJ Sz= -kd fd(A.)- - -
z JZ-J: Z~'

J J

Mi -bAAi +PakdaXtf~(Aj),

Ni X* fJf* (A*)
... i GA- j,

J

Pi -kaztf~(Aj)+ kdzXtf~(Aj),

Qi Pakdafd(Ai),

Ri -bxAi,

Si kdz!d(Ai),

Ti - kafa(Ai).

Then we have to evaluate the eigenvalues of the Jacobian at the fixed points. The associated
characteristic equation is

a = [..42(.81C\ - SIT1 ) + R I(P2T1 - CIN2 - .8IP2 - SIN2)] X

[..41(.82C2 - S2T2) +R2(P1T2+C2Nl - .82P1 - S2 N J)]

[M2(.8ICI - .s\TJ) +Ql(P2T1 - C,N2] X

[MI(.82C2 - S2T2) +Q2(PIT2 - C2Nd· (A2)

with Ai == Ai - A, .8i == Bi - A, and Ci == Ci - A. Equation (A2) is a polynomial of degree 6 in A.

For symmetric fixed points, however, it decouples into a product of two cubic polynomials of the
form

with the coefficients

a±
I

a±
2

a±
3

±M - A - B - C,

(±Q - R)N - (±M - A)(B +C) +BC - ST - RP,

(±Q - R)(PT - CN) - R(SN - BP)
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(we have set Al = Az == A, etc.). We apply the Hurwitz criterion (Murray, 1989) to each of them
and are left with verifying the following conditions,

at> 0, a~ > 0, (A7)

(A8)

which guarantee that all roots of P±(A) have negative real part, and thus constitute the necessary
conditions for the stability of the symmetric fixed points.

For vanishing source Sx = Sz = 0 we will show that the zeroth order coefficients at and a; have
opposite sign and cannot be negative simultaneously. Therefore, at least one Hurwitz criterion is
violated, since either at > 0 or a; > O.
For Sx = Sz = 0 we have PT - eN = X*jZ*(SN - BP) and obtain

at = [bX A* (~: +1) +Pakdafd] ~: [SN - BPJ

and

(A9)

Both coefficients can be simultaneously negative, only if the sign of their first factor is identical,

(A10)

The expression on the left side is always positive. The expression on the right side is positive, if
the condition

(All)

is fulfilled.

However, this condition contradicts the condition for positiveness of the proliferating B cell compo
nents at a fixed point. The values of the proliferating B cell components are given in the symmetric
case (cf. eq. (23)) by

* A* gA(l +gX) A* gA
X = Pakda/d 1 _ (gX)Z = Pakda/d 1 _ gX'

and are positive, provided that

(A12)

(A13)

The incompatibility of inequalities (All) and (A13) proves that symmetric fixed points with non
zero antibody and B cell components (At = A2 # 0, Xi = X~ # 0, and Zi = Z~ # 0)
are locally unstable for any biologically allowed choice of parameters provided Sx = Sz = O. We
have verified by numerically evaluating the eigenvalues that this conclusion is valid for Sx # 0
and Sz # 0, except for some marginal cases when dx is very close to the maximum value of the
fixed-point response function. Note that the above result holds for any of the particular functions
we have studied in this paper, since we have not presumed any special realization for the response
functions (fa, fd and fp). Of course, this result also holds for models without non-proliferating B
cells, since the respective differentiation and activation parameters can be set to zero (kdz = ka = 0)
without changing anything essential of the considerations above.
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